
THE CONDITION OF RUSSIA AFTER LENINS DEATH AND THE

IMPROVEMENTS HE SHOULD HAVE MADE

Following the Bolshevik Revolution, Lenin and his new communist They took land from the Tsar, the church, nobles and
other landlords, and Labour conditions were improved with working hours limited to a the provisional government were
mostly poor and could not afford to pay for their education.

The regime sought political recognition and trade agreements. They had been initiated by the government to
teach the growing working class in the cities to read and write. We are ready to die to secure an 8-hour
working day. Oppression of women was widespread in the culturally backward countryside where the Church
and tradition had a firm hold. The Bolshevik party believed that if only it could communicate its message to
workers and soldiers on both sides in the war, those people, too, would rise up and throw out their
governments. Red Guards organized the defense of the factories. This is an extremely advanced approach to
this kind of question, especially considering the centuries of extreme backwardness that still weighed on
Soviet society in that period. Lenin The Bolsheviks had come to power in an extremely backward country
where illiteracy was widespread. What was needed was a prolonged period of capitalism to develop the
productive forces. Lenin held that in Russia the peasantry must be an integral part of the socialist government,
because of their numbers and because the peasants, especially the poor peasants, overwhelmingly supported
socialism. Both were outstanding in their ability to simplify communist doctrines and policies to a form that
was accessible to listeners who knew nothing of Marxist intellectual intricacy. Consolidating the Socialist
Government The new Soviet government was still organizing itself when it became clear that the issue of who
controlled the state had not been resolved. At the time, 98 percent of nurses were women, and 75 percent of
teachers, 95 percent of librarians and 75 percent of the doctors. Even before the war, Russia was extremely
backward economically compared to the advanced capitalist countries. Advertisement There were, of course,
two revolutions that year. The new socialist government set up in Russia after the victory of the revolution
was composed of mass organizations called Soviets, councils democratically elected by workers, peasants and
soldiers. The difference with the Bolsheviks was that they were thoroughly consistent on this question. At first
it was believed by pro-war politicians in Paris and London that a dynastic incubus had been excised from the
Russian body politic, and that the Allied cause could only benefit. For that the country needed the help of the
technology and the skilled working class in the advanced capitalist countries, primarily Germany. Marx had
said that during socialism, every person would be rewarded according to the amount of work he or she
performed. Agricultural production was half the level. His books have been translated into more than 20
languages. The strike movement increased with mass protests and demonstrations to press their leaders to
fulfill the demands. Over here, in Soviet Russia, no trace is left of any inequality between men and women
under the law. Along with this, the unemployment rate sky-rocketed. This was to have a huge impact on how
the revolution unfolded. One of its leading activists was Anna Miliukov who was the wife of the leader of the
Conservative Cadet Party. Meanwhile, those members of the old educated class who had, however reluctantly,
accepted the communist government continued to work usefully in many areas. In exile Lenin spent much
time on the drafting of the party program for the Congress. The original plan, however, was to have capitalism
in place until the economy was strong enough to achieve socialism. According to Stalin's organizational report
to the Party Congress in , there had been 46, delegates in the towns and , in the villages. Basically it would be
a combination of the capitalist economy and the communist politics. In many factories in Russia women
workers already constitute the majority of the workforce, and they are even more cruelly exploited by the
factory owners. Soldiers of the Bolshevik Red Army, pictured c during the Russian civil war. Those who
noticed us began to wave their hands and shouted, 'Come on out! For example, the proportion of the cohort
enrolled in secondary school level 5th-7th grade rose from 10 percent in to 65 percent in and 97 percent in 
This problem was critical, since if socialism could not ultimately provide a higher standard of living than
capitalism, why would people want socialism? That would decisively tip the military balance against the
Allies. Each partner could take the other's name or keep their own. Implementing collectivization at the time
would have required tremendous effort by Lenin and the party â€” educating the peasants about its advantages,
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helping them carry it out, and following up on problems. As reports grew about communist atrocities in the
Soviet Union, there was a predictable political reaction in the west. Long hours were required, sometimes
longer than those worked before the revolution. By then it had become clear that setting up socialism in Russia
would be a far more complex process than he envisioned even a year before. Next came the large capitalists.
The Two Tactics of Social Democracy [ edit ] Only the most ignorant people can close their eyes to the
bourgeois nature of the democratic revolution which is now taking place.


